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Introduction 

On October 13th and 14th 2021, WildlifeDirect and friends joined forces to accelerate wildlife 

filmmaking in Africa as a powerful tool to engage audiences and save our spectacular wildlife. Up 

to 200 people gathered virtually to discuss how we can accelerate African wildlife filmmaking and 

storytelling in a two–day event. 

The Open Space Technology (OST) event attracted participants from over 40 countries in 

response to the question “Africans at the heart of African wildlife filmmaking and storytelling 

to conserve Africa’s spectacular wild heritage. How can we make it happen?”.  

The lively active engagements using Open Space Technology saw participants from as young as 

15 years of age create their own agenda on the first day and lead sessions in 33 different breakout 

groups to identify priority areas for action. The event was held on Zoom and facilitated by London 

based firm Public Service Works. 

The priorities identified included; engaging children and communities in storytelling, connecting 

African creatives with producers and editors around the world and raising adequate funds for 

African filmmakers. Needs for world-class gear, jobs, training and mentorships were highlighted. 

Opportunities were identified such as stories from the grassroots, indigenous African knowledge 

and mythology. 

The idea of this event was initiated by Paula Kahumbu of WildlifeDirect and host of Wildlife 

Warriors TV Series,  in partnership with Noel Kok of NEWF who called on other industry leaders 

to convene the meeting. The BBC Studios Natural History Unit, WWF Africa, National Geographic, 

World Wildlife Fund for Nature, the Chandaria Foundation, Jackson Wild, RED Digital Cinema, 

Nature Environment and Wildlife Filmmakers (NEWF), Viewfinders Kenya Limited, The Othrs, 

Wildstar Films, Mpala Research Centre, and the Ramat Wildlife Society all endorse the event. 

These partners and other industry leaders will next agree on how to implement the outcomes of 

the event over the next 1-3 years. 
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Priorities for action after survey voting 

Top Ten priorities from the whole event: 

 

Rank Topic  Votes  

1 Communicating and connecting African creatives with producers and editors 

around the world 

36 

2 How do we create connections between young people and wildlife, create 

wildlife stories with young people? 

34 

3 How to raise funding for filming 26 

4 Access to world-class gear and training to passionate storytellers in Africa 23 

5 Encourage wildlife and conservation storytelling from the grassroots 22 

6 What are the ethical ways we can engage communities in conversations that 

matter for the conservation of Africa’s spectacular wild heritage? 

21 

6 Empower children to tell their own wildlife and conservation stories 21 

7 Spotlighting and including indigenous and academic African wildlife experts 

onscreen and off-screen 

20 

8 How can we connect productions with the in-country talent to provide 

opportunities and training ‘on location’ for local talent? 

19 

8 Ways of distributing films so they have reach and are accessible to a broad 

African audience 

19 

9 Expanding wildlife stories through books, comics and more 18 

10 How to benefit communities living next to protected areas through filmmaking 16 

10 Where do we go from here - how to keep energy and creativity going? 16 

10 Why does wildlife matter to me? How to tap into the spiritual and ancestral 

wisdom of communities to benefit conservation today? 

16 

 

 

13 October 

56 people voted as follows:  

Rank Topic  Votes  

1 How do we create connections between young people and wildlife, create 

wildlife stories with young people? 

34 

2 How to raise funding for filming 26 

3 Access to world-class gear and training to passionate storytellers in Africa 23 

4 What are the ethical ways we can engage communities in conversations that 

matter for the conservation of Africa’s spectacular wild heritage? 

21 
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5 Spotlighting and including indigenous and academic African wildlife experts 

onscreen and off-screen 

20 

6 Agriculture and Wildlife 15 

7 What type of content and on which platforms in Africa can have the greatest 

impact and reach new audiences? 

13 

8 How to make the wildlife in the ocean space visible? 11 

8 Every non-Kenyan production should try to take on one Kenyan filmmaker to 

mentor 

11 

9 Keep the most valuable natural resource, indigenous resources, inspire 

education through safari and camping experiences 

10 

9 Cooperating on a filmmaking mentorships programme for people in and 

around wildlife parks and wildlife areas etc 

10 

9 Is there room for Africans to tell stories too, how the world has told stories 

about Africa? 

10 

9 Using films to tell and breakdown scientific wildlife knowledge as a way of 

reducing jargon 

10 

10 Creating an afro-centric national history/narrative for a global audience 9 

11 Junior conservationists need a space to add their views other than on social 

media 

6 

11 Document stories from elders especially from the marine space 6 

12 ‘African’ should refer to Story, not People 3 

12 Including less famous but spectacular wildlife 3 

 

14 October 

65 people voted as follows:  

Rank Topic Votes 

1 Communicating and connecting African creatives with producers and editors 

around the world 

36 

2 Encourage wildlife and conservation storytelling from the grassroots 22 

3 Empower children to tell their own wildlife and conservation stories 21 

4 How can we connect productions with the in-country talent to provide 

opportunities and training ‘on location’ for local talent? 

19 

4 Ways of distributing films so they have reach and are accessible to a broad 

African audience 

19 

5 Expanding wildlife stories through books, comics and more 18 

6 How to benefit communities living next to protected areas through filmmaking 16 

6 Where do we go from here - how to keep energy and creativity going? 16 
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6 Why does wildlife matter to me? How to tap into the spiritual and ancestral 

wisdom of communities to benefit conservation today? 

16 

7 Ethical Engagements of Communities Living around Wildlife Areas in 

Filmmaking 

13 

7 How do we facilitate and practically achieve Intra African cooperation and 

collaboration for maximum exposure of presentation and diversity? 

13 

7 How to change the Disneyfication of conservation? 13 

7 How do we start getting into filmmaking as access to parks is limited unless 

you have money or a conservation group backing you? 

13 

8 Investigating the roles of African women in the environment and wildlife 12 

9 How can major broadcasters and production companies in the global north 

accelerate this shift? 

11 

9 What is an African story? Can we all propose one  and try to make a short 

film of that ones voted the most 

11 

10 Consider as a fundraising effort for local people in conservation for local 

people involved in conservation in the field, what conservation really looks 

like on the ground for western children. 

9 

10 Guerilla filmmaking about wildlife in Africa 9 

11 Having more stories with wildlife and communities in lesser-known areas that 

may get neglected and communities may not recognise their wildlife eg in 

South Sudan 

8 
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Session: A          Breakout number:25 

Topic: Cooperating on a film making mentorship programme for 

people in and around wildlife parks and wildlife areas etc 

  

Convener: Albertus Louw 

  

Who was there:  

James Hemming 

Carol Getao 

Isabel Rogers 

Jennifer Okotie 

Albertus Louw 

Fionah Njeri. 

  

Main discussion points 

● Communities around parks need to attach the value of wildlife to them. This comes from 

in-depth sensitization on the importance of wildlife to the community. 

● Most of the communities surrounding the parks do not have access to major 

development. Through filmmaking and storytelling, local mentorships should be 

structured to impact the community through entrepreneurship and funding 

● The main issues surrounding the communities are the basis of the need for mentorship 

in the community. 

● This inspires a master class around how to impact the community through storytelling. 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Identifying young people with the desire to undertake the programme through simple 

workshops and taking them further. 

● Allocating mentors whom they can have contact with over a long time till the objectives 

are met. 

● Creating awareness on where mentorship opportunities exist. 

 

 

Typed by Fionah Njeri 
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Session: A         Breakout number: 1 

 

Topic: What are the ethical ways we can engage communities in 

conversations that matter for the conservation of Africa’s 

spectacular wild heritage? 

  

Convener: Lebogang Montewa  

 

 

 

 

Main discussion points 

● Engage the community from grassroots 

● Ask what the community needs. They know their problems 

● Ask them to define their problems/issues and how these can be addressed 

● Be sensitive to cultural taboo 

● Doing a documentary in Africa is challenging.  If we don’t use proper vehicles can be 

challenged by the government. 

● Use proper channels. 

● Go to district officer/commission.  Explain how the story will benefit the community. 

● Involve the village authority.  Bring a letter of introduction from the District authority. 

● A foreigner who comes into the community can create a problem. 

● If you make a documentary and the community gets no feedback – a problem 

● David created a documentary – gave feedback, showed the film to the community, the 

opportunity for the community to hear from the children what the issues are, then the 

filmmakers asked how we can solve the issues for the community. INVOLVE the 

community 

● Issue: Local communities cannot afford to produce stories themselves.  No experience 

or resources. 

● Important that local people see that the filmmakers are African.  Local people see the 

filming as an adventure. How to fund this? 

● Filming costs are expensive - $500/day. If the policy can be changed to ensure that 

there is a financial benefit for the community.  Demonstrate/show how the community 

benefited. 

● The benefit can be more than $$.  Can be classrooms, water access etc. – benefit the 

whole community, not individuals. 

● What approaches appropriate ethical considerations 

● The ‘saviours” come to help. 

● What conversation would be more balanced rather than top-down? 

● How will the communities know that their voice is considered? 

● How can we be more sensitive to the community’s story in a responsible way? 
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● Issue of the possible stigma that can arise from how we tell the stories. E.g. be 

respectful of each community. 

● Get permission to tell the stories from the community/elders. 

● Do the communities benefit from the story?  How? 

● Give the community the appropriate credit for the story content and production 

● Are there policies that inform feedback to the community? Or are filmmakers 

helicoptering in to make the documentary? 

● The stories must originate from the community 

● Recognize the different roles of the hierarchy in the community 

● What happened historically?  What was important historically? 

● Reconnecting the community with their heritage 

● In past colonialism disconnected from their natural heritage 

● Collect the old stories – speak to the elders 

● Telling the story will bring people to understand the cultural 

● Facilitate the local people to tell their own stories.  Promote this, provide access for the 

local people to do this. 

● In KE & TZ opportunity exists but stories are not being told. 

● Filmmakers come in to make documentaries – there are strict rules for foreigners. These 

protocols are not there for local African artists. 

● How does/did the local people benefit from the film? Story?  E.g. Our Father film of the 

song at Ngorongoro?  Did the singers/locals benefit?  This video went viral.  

● The people deserve to get royalties into the future.  These protocols need to be 

established. 

● The natural world is highlighted.  Can we highlight the local communities (not just the 

wildlife)? 

● Social media enables options – give the local people smartphones so they can create 

their films and upload them to YouTube channels. 

● Interest local media/film companies to develop protocols for African storytellers 

● Can we reconnect people to tell their stories and their roles in sharing their stories – 

proud of the natural world, their cultural history/stories of conservation?  First time 

perspective of local communities sharing their story.  This avoids a patronizing approach 

– e.g. this is what we’ve come to do “for you.” 

● Whether local governments or foreign – ensure that development goals are met for the 

local community 

● Therefore ensure that everyone feels they have a seat at the table and contribute to 

conservation etc. 

● What are we doing ourselves to tell the traditional stories?  How are we encouraging 

local people?  What more can be done to engage communities to care more about their 

environment?  Recognize the local communities’ role in conservation – tell these stories. 

·   

Top 3 ideas for action 

  

● Develop a clear policy re-engaging the local community so their stories are told. 
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● The importance of their role and how they will benefit from the filmmaking and 

storytelling into the future. 

● Ensuring that any films/stories that are made that the royalties are protected for the 

community 

● Filmmakers create a structure/funding program that supports local people who could 

also promote/train local filmmakers & storytellers. e.g. use smartphones to teach local 

people 

 

 

Typed by:  Kathy Karn 

 

Session: A          Breakout number: 9 

 

Topic: Spotlighting and Including Indigenous African Academic 

Experts On-screen and Off-screen. 

Convener: Rutendo Shackleton 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Main discussion points 

● Introduction of a directory/ database on existing wildlife research. To address the 

research disconnect on wildlife conservation. 

● Seeking local on-screen talent to tell African stories. Localized point of view is felt on 

onscreen filming. 

● Mentorship to sustain the industry. 

   

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Relevant classes in on-screen and off-screen studies. 

● Motivating for Africans to tell stories better. 

● Introduce opportunities e.g.  active NGOs for the youth to also tell their stories 

 

Typed by Mellen Oriri   
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Session: A    Breakout number: 13 

Topic: What type of content and on which platforms in Africa can 

have the greatest impact and reach new audiences. 

Convener: John Bryans 

 

Who was there: 

Thatcher Bean 

Farida 

Sabine Haarman 

Albert Mukiria 

Jessica Jones 

Nina Wambiji 

Anita Mwashi 

Victoria Wangui 

Tay Belcher 

  

Main discussion points 

● Film-makers in Africa are not many. There is a scarcity in the industry. 

● Film-makers can make use of the online platform i.e social media. We need to ensure 

that the content on these platforms is creative and captivating enough. 

● What if we could go back in time and make use of platforms such as village shows, 

football stadiums e.tc 

● We could use platforms such as radio which have a great audience mostly for people in 

rural areas. 

● We could harness radio and podcasts. This is an avenue that could be tapped. 

● Education is lacking and western efforts are not working. There is a need to ensure that 

there is an essential understanding. 

● There is also a lack of inclusion in the education system. 

● Psycho-education of the locals on conservation in their local languages such as Swahili 

● We should consider how we could make an emotional connection with conservation to 

children. We could ask ourselves which platforms would work for children for example 

using music, videos, still images for publishing or audio. 

·     

   

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Film-makers can make use of the online platform i.e social media. We need to ensure 

that the content on these platforms is creative and captivating enough     

● Psycho-education of the locals on conservation in their local languages such as Swahili   

● Traditional platforms could be useful such as village shows, radio and football stadiums 

and also use of platforms such as schools. 

  

Typed  by Anita Mwashi 
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Session: A               Breakout number: 2 

Topic: How do we create connections between young people and 

wildlife? 

  

Convener: Michelle Muchilwa 

 

 

  

Main discussion points 

1. Creating a sense of ownership and 

responsibility.   

2. Showing young people the value of conserving wildlife. Economic benefits 

3. Connection-Creating opportunities for communities to safely interact with and observe 

these animals, starting with the wildlife around them. 

4. Outdoor experiences where they can interact and connect and the space that they are 

in. 

5.  Change the narrative. Tell stories from the perspective of indigenous communities to 

teach young people how to co-exist with wildlife. 

6. conservation through African storytelling and removing consumerism around 

conservation 

7.  Inspiring co-existence and living in harmony amongst humans. 

8. Partnering with local distributors to share wildlife content. 

9. Demystify the myths around wildlife. 

10. Creating awareness by telling your local circles about wildlife. 

11. Creating awareness and a sense of curiosity amongst young people: social media. 

Using social media to spread awareness and change the branding around wildlife 

conservation 

12. School curriculums that teach conservation 

 

 

Action Ideas 

● Creating awareness amongst local circles 

● Creating awareness and a sense of curiosity amongst young people using social media. 

● Outdoor experiences where they can interact and connect with each other and the space 

that they are starting with the wildlife around them. 

● Working with teachers to introduce conservation curriculums in schools. 

● Partnering with local media and local distributors 

● Centering indigenous stories and voices. 

● Partnering with stakeholders in the wildlife conservation department 

● Telling stories that connect to young humans. Fables, Myths, songs that create 

connections. 
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● Create opportunities for teachers to share stories and songs with children and then allow 

the children to create their own. (Storytelling competitions) 

●  Link young people to guardians and mentors that will teach them about the importance 

of conservation. 

● Networking events (like this one) 

● Opportunities for young people to connect with professionals more established in the 

field. Networking events through universities and conservation bodies. 

● Making indigenous stories and science more relatable, relevant, accessible and ‘sexy’ 

● Social media 

● Branding (make it look cool and trendy)  

 Children’s books (partner with authors, scientists and indigenous leaders) 

● Creating connections through animation and films where animals are not personified 

(Future)   

● Stories of how indigenous communities lived and interacted with wildlife.   

● Creating spaces and forums for these stories to be shared. 

● Bringing back the spirituality and the sacredness of animals in Africa. 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Utilizing social media to create awareness amongst young people, restore ownership 

and tell indigenous stories. Hashtags focus on different countries. Social media 

challenges encourage young people to explore nature. 

● Creating opportunities for outdoor interaction and for indigenous stories to be shared for 

young people. 

● Government buy-ins to add wildlife education to the school curriculum. 

 

 

Typed by:  Michelle Muchilwa         

 

Session: A          Breakout number: 7 

Topic: Keep the most valuable natural resources, indigenous 

resources, inspire education through safari and camping 

experiences  

 

Convener: Teena Patel   

 

  

Main discussion points 

●  Provide children with Safaris and overnight camping 

expeditions and give them exposure to their backyard. How is it supposed to take place? 

Will the impact be there? 
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● People have not had knowledge about wild living, they are still living with old stories. 

Collaboration to break this paradigm and help them observe these species in a new 

light. How is it supposed to take place? 

● Giving children experiences through mentors allow them to pursue careers in 

conservation and filmmaking. How can that take place? 

● Instead of framing local people and wildlife as subjects only. The children become 

pioneers for conservation. How can that be made possible? 

● Assumptions that to work with wildlife you have to work in a zoo. How can that be 

broken? 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Funding. Opportunity for fundraising to make this opportunity get on the road faster. 

● Collaborative group to conduct sessions with children in rural areas like Laikipia to 

expand their knowledge. 

● Showing documentaries to children so that they learn to familiarize themselves with 

wildlife. 

 

Typed by: Tsuma Joy Lubanga  

 

 

Session:      A                  Breakout number: 30 

Topic: Including the less famous yet spectacular African Wildlife in 

Film making and storytelling 

Convener: Jacinta Njeri 

 

 

Main discussion points 

● Access to stories showing the impacts of snakebites on different communities. 

● Looking for funders to help bring to light stories and films highlighting the snakes-human 

conflict 

● Demystify myths and provide true information/ Changing people’s perception 

● Making films telling the stories of snakes and co-existence with them Involving members 

of the communities in the filmmaking 

● How do we currently communicate what is happening in snakebites to the public? 

● Connecting filmmakers with individuals/organisations who are working in the field. 

● Experienced storytellers 

● Telling the stories in a more interactive way that makes people learn effortlessly (fun and 

engaging) 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Making films telling the stories of snakes and co-existence with them (Telling the stories 

in a more interactive way that makes people learn effortlessly (fun and engaging) 
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● Demystify myths and provide true information 

● Involving members of the communities in the filmmaking 

 

Typed by: Jacinta Njeri Chege 

 

 

Session: A           Breakout number: 23 

Topic: Document stories from elders especially from the marine 

space 

Convener: Nina Wambiji 

  

Who was there: 

Abbie Koyier 

Carol Gateo 

  

Main discussion points 

● There’s a disconnect between students and wildlife 

● The folklore and indigenous knowledge is escaping because historically they used to be 

oral 

● These stories will encourage the new crop of wildlife enthusiasts 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Engage with the elders and make documentaries from their stories/ myths 

● Have students be attached or intern in conservancies or work with institutions connected 

with wildlife 

● Share the stories on different platforms 

 

 

Typed by Nina Wambiji 

 

Session: A     Breakout number: 26 

Topic: Is there room for Africans to tell African stories how the 

world has told African stories. 

Convener: Zandile Ndholvu 

  

 

Main discussion points 

● Africa has the best indigenous knowledge systems. 
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● We need to change the mindset of doing stories like the westernized. 

● Use little resources we have to tell our stories. We don't need to depend on funding. 

As Africans, we should not allow a dictator type of telling stories. 

● The stories filmed by the west need to be shared by Africans and only be used by the 

west. 

● Africans have the right to tell their stories in their way. 

● African stories are authentic and diverse. 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 

1.  Africans to tell any story in whatever format they want. Create safe space access of 

African footage. Africans to utilize the resources. 

 

2.  Africans should use little available resources to film, take pictures and tell their own 

stories. Use mobile phones for filming. 

 

3.  African people need to consume and enjoy African content, post-African content on 

different platforms such as blogs as social media 

  

Typed  by Fibanda Brotry 

 

 

Session:      A.                 Breakout number: 15 

Topic: Every Non-Kenyan Production Should Try To Take On 

One Kenya Filmmaker to Mentor. 

  

Convener: Sajid Darr     

  

Main discussion points 

● Making wildlife films in local languages. 

● Having mobile cinemas for communities living in wildlife 

areas encourage locals to take up filmmaking. 

● Offer incentives(like scholarships, training, etc) for locals to participate in for mentorship. 

● Provide ethical remunerations to local trainees. 

● Training locals on equipment maintenance and handling, other than flying in technicians. 

This reduces the costs involved and also lowers the carbon footprint, especially since 

wildlife films take a long time to produce. 

● Creating working partnerships between the different content creators. 
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Top 3 ideas for action 

● Having a ‘tax’ like system where non-local producers pay and it goes to the mentorship 

and training of local filmmakers. 

● Use of national television to promote wildlife films that have been done by local 

filmmakers.  

Typed by Cornelius Musila  

 

 

Session: A                        Breakout number: 6 

Topic: How to raise funding for filming 

  

Convener: Paula Kahumbu       

  

Who was there:  

Daniela Harris 

Sanjiv Soni 

Will Thompson 

David Gottlieb 

Craig Swanson 

Amos Isaiah 

Julian Victor 

Erastus Muchoki 

Casey Rogers 

Bruktawit Mahamud 

Erastus Muchoki 

Jacqueline Kariithi 

James Manfull 

Tobias Odhacha 

Joy Omulupi 

Emmah Kosgey 

  

Main discussion points 

  

What are the possible sources of funds? Raise $100m 

● Donations model e.g. Subscription channels 

● Using the principal wildlife model - $100m made last year for photography (can 

this be adopted in a film?) 

● Shares (co-owning) investing in filmmaking 

● Fellowship model e.g.  Rwanda’s Case (Max media) 
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● Ideas pitched from Africa to int. producers (meeting the international threshold for 

int. broadcast e.g. Netflix, NatGeo etc.) Related to co-production of impact films. 

Use of social impact stories. 

● Other funding such as environmental conservation, carbon markets, 

● Matchmaking ideas to sources of funds just like in dating 

● CSR from corporates e.g. Safaricom, KCB etc. Convincing them to fund 

filmmaking for conservation 

 

What can be done to get African films purchased by African broadcasters? 

● The quality of the films to be produced is good but can be improved 

● Encouraging people to consume local content i.e. social campaigns to win people 

towards loving nature films. 

● Using public images that associate with Africa to promote African films e.g. 

basketball celebrities. 

● Use and/production of music films that are wildlife/conservation-themed 

● Campaigns that target media houses to come together for a common course for 

example the way they came together for famine in Turkana. The same can be 

done for climate change, conservation etc. 

● Short video contents and follow-ups in filming e.g. regular social media posts. 

Make it interesting to make the audience engaged all the time to create a 

following and interest that lasts 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Co-production and/or shares 

● Matchmaking produced films to sources of funds 

● Mass campaigns for African films 

 

Typed  by Emmah Kosgey  

 

 

Session:      A                                                            Breakout space: 21 
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Topic: Creating an afro-centric narrative for a global audience. 

Subtopic: Africans developing a sense of ownership for our wildlife 

  

Convener:  Motheo Seleke 

  

Who was there? 

Idah Murithi  

Kibe Wangunyu 

Peter Muiruri 

Rutendo Shackleton 

  

Main discussion points 

●   How can Africans naturally develop a sense of ownership/love naturally want to 

conserve their wildlife without there looking out for incentives/ funding 

●   Rangers are not considered conservationists yet they take care of our wildlife daily. 

●   Lack of resources to tell our narrative, then the resources come with lots of restrictions. 

These restrictions dictate how you tell the story. 

●   Re-inventing conservation in Africa 

●   Lack of network due to gatekeeping among the African community 

●   How to remove the incentive-based model of conservation currently in Africa 

  

Top 3 recommendations 

●   Gathering of indigenous knowledge from our African elders on traditional methods of 

conservation, and how they lived in harmony with wildlife. 

●   Africans supporting Africans as opposed to gatekeeping. Support can be through 

mentorships, views, internships, finances etc. Africans need to support each other. 

●   Researching on a different conservation approach to conserve African wildlife as 

opposed to the current incentive-based model. Such as reverting to traditional African 

methods of conservation. 

 

     Typed  by Idah Murithi                                 
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Session:      A                   Breakout number: 11 

Topic: How to make wildlife in the ocean more visible 

  

Convener: Jacqueline Uku 

  

 

Main discussion points 

● The ocean space rarely gets included in the conservation because people do not 

know enough about it. Most research and conservation efforts get stuck in articles 

and research papers and rarely get portrayed visually. 

● There is a lack of education about the ocean space in the curriculum system. Most 

of the visible species are land-based. 

● Species on land are easier for people to connect with. One needs to immerse 

themselves into the ocean to understand the species that are there. 

● Increasing the number of filmmakers in the ocean space requires people to have 

an education on how to handle cameras, swim, and engage with the ocean. 

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Local media houses should air out ocean content to make species more visible 

● Mandatory swimming lessons in local coastal schools and inclusion of the ocean 

into the curriculum. 

● Using a variety of media: animation, games for storytelling to educate children 

Typed  by Susana Wachia 

 

Session:      A                  Breakout number: 5 

Topic: Junior Conservationists need a space other than social 

media. 

  

Convener: Veer Sikand 

  

Who was there? 

Leebacon 

Wilber Lukwago 

Caroline Mbindyu 
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Devina Ongera 

Edwin Morolong 

Hannington Mbaabu 

  

Main discussion points 

● Short film formats that run from the start, mid and end. 

● Building a community especially among the youth. 

● Career options within stories & film. 

● Collaboration across countries with travel especially after COVID-19. 

● Email and WhatsApp conversations 

● Newsletters 

● Blogs and share links 

● Encourage learning in schools and parks by offering free entry to parks. 

● Township and village talks. 

● Tell taboo stories like snake conservation.  

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

  

1. Building a community e.g on WhatsApp emails, blogs and newsletters. 

2. Encourage learning in schools and talking about taboo stories like snake conversation. 

3. Career options within stories and film. 

Typed  by Hannington Mbaabu 

 

Session:      A                  Breakout number: 22 merged with room 10! 

  

Topic: Access to world-class gear and training 

to passionate filmmakers in Africa 

  

Convener: Clement Kiragu 

  

Main discussion points 

  

● Where are the funds coming from for this? 

● How can we bring full kits to people needing kits not just camera 

bodies but also tools etc 

● Jackson Wild Action Coalition in collaboration with RED 
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● Beyond gear what do we need? Mentorship in storytelling and filmmaking craft. NEWF, 

Jackson Wild, Wildscreen. Are these mentorship organisations being guided by people 

on the ground who know their needs? 

● How do they access these mentorship programmes? Knowledge of these conversations 

happening is a major barrier. 

● Create an opportunity for Africans to meet fellow emergent filmmakers. 

● Can all kit and mentorship programmes try to help come together to collaborate or at 

least communicate with each other? 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

 

● Can all kit and mentorship programmes try to help come together to collaborate 

or at least communicate with each other, including production companies and 

broadcasters in this conversation? Key players include RED + Jackson + 

Wildscreen + NEWF + Paula 

● Communications around existing opportunities on the ground need to reach the 

right people 

● Can we make a local talent pool that can act as a resource to international 

productions  

Typed by Rowan Aitchison  

 

Session A      Breakout room number: 12 

Topic: Agriculture and Wildlife 

Convener: Moffat Ngugi 

  

Main discussion points 

● A lot of people think wildlife belongs to KWS and should exist within protected areas 

only- change people’s perceptions. The first step would be to own wildlife because 

they are in the community land. 

● Grassroot education and awareness using true storytelling as opposed to the 

traditional ways of creating awareness. We can get the reaction from people through 

films, and we can catch the human experience. Eg. people who have had their property 

destroyed. 
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● *A film of how people were managing and coexisting with wildlife historically- 

precolonial. 

● *Human beings have put themselves on a pedestal where we think we exist outside of 

nature. Highlighting our dependence on wildlife will bring us back to a strong wildlife 

base. Beginning by changing the narrative so that the youth see they are a part of 

nature. Equity not just among humans but also with animals and other forms of life 

should be emphasized. People in art need to help us transform this narrative. 

● * How can communities move away from seeing wildlife as a threat? It doesn’t help to 

trivialize the problems of local communities. We need to find ways to coexist. Let’s 

highlight the not so glamorous part of nature. Highlight even urban aspects of wildlife so 

that everyone relates. 

● *In what ways can we get to food security without compromising wildlife? In what 

ways can we tell these stories so that people feel that they have power and options. How 

can we surface the opportunities? Having films highlight the importance of food and the 

need to conserve the environment. What other African countries are doing that is 

working or is not. 

● *There is a need to share success stories. Most stories like Natgeo focus on wildlife 

forgetting the local communities that must contend with these animals. 

● * Land use is a big issue. Share what communities are doing that is working. 

● *Highlighting the role of every actor- government, NGOs, businesses, local 

communities and where improvements and accountability are needed to mitigate HWC. 

● *Catching them young. Educate children through programs designed specifically for 

them. 

● *Risks- we impinge on wildlife, but they can also impinge on us. We have a colonial 

story where local communities view themselves as isolated from wildlife and as 

belonging to tourists. Localize and decolonize the story. Tanzania has great films that 

are localized. There are Swahili productions. This ought to be the case where we think 

globally and act locally. How can wildlife programs be used in vernacular programs? 

How can those linkages be deepened? Using culture and heritage to drive the narrative. 

● *The risks and opportunities in food security- how can we do it better without 

destroying wildlife. Opportunities- how can the systems be symbiotic, biodiversity, 

megafaunas, bees, arthropods 

● *The spiritual significance/value can be used to highlight wildlife-human ties. You 

cannot stop a man from believing. E.g. Samburudo does not touch the elephants 

● *How can people who are differently-abled be involved? 

● *Make sure you do not offend a community while filming. Wildlife should not be done 

at the expense of local communities. 

● *Stories on one health as a solution to the negative aspects of human-wildlife 

interactions. 

  

Main Action Points 

1.  Localizing the African narrative of wildlife and communities. 

2.  Share success stories among African countries in tackling conflicts and opportunities 

available. 

3.  Stories around our interconnectedness with wildlife, not just isolated in protected 

areas. 
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Compiled by Caroline Kimani   

 

Session: A   Breakout number:4 

 

Topic: Africans Should Refer To Stories Not People (Putting 

African Stories And African People Together) 

 

Convener: Alnoor Amlani 

 

Main discussion points  

  Africans telling their own stories how they’d want them told. 

  Outsiders coming into Africa should tell the stories authentically and not solely from 

their perspective 

  Do we have the equipment and personnel needed to create these stories in Africa 

and by Africans? 

  Is it possible for participants in this forum to create stories, put them out into the public 

to have the best ten voted for? 

   

Top 3 ideas for action 

 Individual awareness for storytellers from outside Africa to tell stories from an 
authentic point of view as opposed to the perspective only. 

  Sell and put out stories and films by Africans out for the world to see to set standards 
for how they want African stories to be told.  

 Have participants in this forum come up with stories, put them out for the public and 
have the best voted for to be filmed and released. 

Typed by Maureen Nduta Wanyoro  
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Session: B             Breakout number: 15 

Topic: Ways of distributing films so they have reach and are 

accessible to a broad African audience 

Convener: Matshepo Khumalo 

Who was there: 

Jo Shinner 

Lukwago Wilber 

Jacquline 

Cyril 

Thuku Kamau 

Main discussion points 

● Public Broadcaster 

○ Reaching out to broadcasters to give us platforms to showcase our films and in 

turn creating opportunities for local upcoming filmmakers 

● Digital spaces and Public Screenings 

○ Creating subscription-based platforms where films can be distributed and 

therefore raising funds to create more content. 

○ Using social media platforms/formats to reach audiences 

● Public Screenings/ Disconnect 

○ The power of mobile cinemas/public screenings in mobilizing and facilitating 

advocacy for wildlife conservation.  

 

Top 3 ideas for action 

 Reaching out to broadcasters to give us platforms to showcase our films and in turn 

creating opportunities for local upcoming filmmakers 
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 Creating subscription-based platforms where films can be distributed and therefore 

raising funds to create more content. Using social media platforms/formats to reach 

audiences 

 The power of mobile cinemas/public screenings in mobilizing and facilitating 

advocacy for wildlife conservation. 

Typed  by Kemunto Modester  

Session:      B                              Breakout number: 17 

Topic: How do we facilitate Intra African Co-operation for 

maximum exposure of presentation and diversity 

  

Convener: Greta Francesca lori      

  

Main discussion points 

 

● Taking ownership and getting people who can negotiate for us 

● Creating a Pan-African network or platform for creatives that allows for 

collaboration and visibility. 

● Come up with Pan-African negotiation programs- ownership of African stories 

● Individual funding of filmmakers for instance stories on HumanWC. 

● Awareness creations-films that come up with solutions to HWC – encourage 

filmmakers to make stories that scale-up solutions (stories of hope)  

● Financing exchange programs between established filmmakers (photographers, 

filmmakers, content creators- creatives in general) 

● Africans for Africa. This will enhance the diversity of ideas because each county 

is unique in its stories. 

    

Top 3 ideas for action 

 

● Convene relevant stakeholders on how to tangibly finance this platform or 

network. 

● Identify African wildlife filmmakers and producers working in this space 

● Global action days for African filmmakers i.e. annual film festival for Africa. 

  

Typed  by Risper Asembo 
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Session: B                          Breakout number: 18 

Topic: Having more stories with wildlife and communities in 

lesser-known areas that may get neglected and communities may 

not recognise their wildlife e.g in South Sudan 

  

Convener: Julian Victor            

 

Who was there: 

Norah Rotich 

Anita Mwashi 

Caroline Getao 

Neville Agesa 

  

 

Main discussion points 

 

● The stories/documentaries available are mainly about the commonly known 

areas such as the Maasai Mara and Serengeti but not areas such as the West 

African area or South Sudan with amazing stories 

● Stories more like the marine/ocean animals are stories that are not told as much. 

The communities are also not aware of the importance of ocean creatures like 

Humpback Whales, Whale Sharks & Turtles. 

● Storytelling by a local community conservationist to win the community into 

ocean ecosystem conservation 

● Stories of the Tana Delta and Lake Turkana could be shared as well. 

● Stories should not only be told from a scientific view but a cultural and traditional 

point of view. There is a need to combine the two: conservation and culture 

● The stories should have a global appeal with local action. 

● Co-existence between communities and wildlife like elephants in the Rimoi 

National Reserve and other lesser-known reserves in Kenya and other areas in 

Africa. 

● Shifting the narrative/perspective of how local communities view wildlife. 

● Get funding for equipment and more access to remote areas for filmmakers. 
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● Organisations should partner with local communities and send notifications of 

grant opportunities early enough. 

● The communities around The Hirola Antelope have their own folklore stories 

about the species. These stories could be shared in storybooks and comic 

books. 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

 

● More footage should go back to the communities 

● Involve the government to help share the stories and access to the communities 

● More community outreach about the importance of marine wildlife. 

Typed by Anita Mwashi 

 

Session:      B                Breakout number: 3 

Topic: Ethical Interactions With Host Communities and Wildlife in 

Filmmaking. 

  

Convener: Cornelius Musila.      

 

Main discussion points 

 

● Addressing the issues of local content creators having to sign full copyright waivers to 
production companies. 
 

● Creating a Standard of Operations guideline document that addresses the dos and 
don’ts in filmmaking. 
 

● Creating awareness for local communities and filmmakers on their rights during 
filmmaking 
 

● Training content creators on the ethics of interactions with host communities and wildlife. 
 

● Educating local filmmakers on their rights and responsibilities when dealing with 
production houses. 
 

● Enforcement of filming licence requirements by relevant bodies to protect the wildlife. 
  

Top 3 ideas for action 
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● Having an SoP guideline document for filmmaking to guide on ethical interactions 
with wildlife and communities. 

● Creating awareness by training local filmmakers on ethical engagements and 

protection of their intellectual property. 

● Law enforcement by relevant bodies on filming licences. 

Typed  by Cornelius Musila   

 

 

Session:      B                  Breakout number: 16 

Topic: Empower children to tell their own wildlife and conservation 

stories 

Convener: Trish Sewe   

  

Main discussion points 

 

● What do kids think about conservation e.g 

getting info from essays 

 

● Involving kids in conservation issues such as tree planting, clean-ups 

 

● Providing tools n resources to tell stories such as books (comics, animations, fact 

sheets), recorders etc. 

 

● Teaching kids how to document the activities that they participate in for example 

drawings, public speaking, tools & equipment etc. 

 

●  Exposing kids to nature and teaching them about biodiversity in the natural 

setup. This instils in them the desire to conserve wildlife and biodiversity. 

 

● Creating content for African kids with African kids themselves sharing about 

conservation of African wildlife e.g. Kids from Kilifi talking about wildlife in Kilifi to 

kids in Kiambu 

 

● Provide a platform for kids to share their own stories, for example, a youtube 

channel, TikTok, school clubs, kids programs, radio programs, TV programs, 

school debates, competitions on essays, photography-and awarding the best. 

 

●  Integrating culture and traditional knowledge such as tales and/or folklore, 

songs, that involve the whole community in regards to conservation 
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● Mentoring kids/ playing the role model as adults. Kids learn best from 

observation. Allowing kids to learn from the best icons in conservation. Teaching 

them about career opportunities in conservation and letting them freely choose 

conservation as a career. 

 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 

 

● Creating content for African kids and providing a platform for the kids to share 

their stories 

 

●  Teaching kids how to document the activities that they participate in for example 

drawings, public speaking, tools & equipment etc. 

 

●  Exposing kids to nature and teaching them about biodiversity in the natural 

setup. This instils in them the desire to conserve wildlife and biodiversity. 

 

Typed  by Emmah Kosgey  . 

 

 

 

Session:      B                        Breakout number: 7 

Topic: Encouraging wildlife and conservation storytelling from 

grassroots.   

Convener: Matthew Brierley 

 

Who was there: 

Daniella Harris 

Farida Low 

Nina Wambiji 

Winfred Wanja 

Angelica Shaw 

Sherine Jesang 

Jay S 

Kelvin Otwori 

Zipporah Muchoki 

Caroline Kimani 
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Main discussion points 

 

● Lobbying/ advocating the media to air these wildlife stories because they tend to 

overlook such stories on conservation. 

● Engaging in discussions regarding conservation stories on television networks 

● Not overlooking the marine wildlife as people tend to focus only on Big Five and 

ignore species in oceans. Marine wildlife stories should be captured and told 

● Creating channels of communications concerning wildlife filmmaking between 

local conservationists/communities by partnering with broadcasting corporations. 

Filmmakers and producers to work together with local stations. 

● Encouraging volunteer work to improve industry experience 

● Having a common platform for filmmakers, scientists, producers and media 

people to make sure these films reach the public. A data sharing policy should be 

in place. 

● Encouraging people who observe animal behaviour to use smartphones to take 

videos and make use of social media to share this information with the public. 

● Having short video clip sites like for wildlife and wildlife documentaries like 

TikTok. 

● Production companies to make use of social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, 

Snapchat and other platforms to keep up with the younger generations. 

● Getting conservation stories on live television 

● Capturing conservation aspects and ecological aspects while filming on these 

Disney videos like Lion King 

● Educating on film making and use of drone technology and naturing the talents in 

productions, filming and editing by rewarding local filmmakers. 

● Creating networking with people in the same field through workshops and 

internships 

● Partnering with conservation NGOs to allow skill training on mobile filming, social 

media use 

● Use of cinema in airing wildlife films to local communities as education channels 

on conservation and value of wildlife. 

 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 
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● Having conservation studies compulsory on our education systems 

● Creating communication channels between local communities, scientists, 

producers, filmmakers and broadcasting stations 

● Using local crews and conservation NGOs as a talent pool to generate films by 

apprenticeship to capture interesting and captivating wildlife films. 

 

Typed  by Sherine Jesang 

 

Session: B              Breakout number: 19 

Topic: How do we go from here, how to keep energy and 

creativity going 

  

Convener: Paula Kahumbu 

  

Main discussion points 

 

● Ways of keeping the younger generation informed about 

wildlife and conservation. 

● Supporting Non-Profit Organizations and Filmmakers 

● Different ways of reaching the necessary audience. 

● Monetizing content put out to the public that benefits both filmmakers/storytellers and 

Non-Profit Organizations. 

● Acquiring resources for filmmaking and connecting with various producers around the 

world. 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 

 

● Creating synergies with already existing platforms that will help create supportive or 

independent media to help filmmakers connect, for instance, BBC Media Action. This will 

act as a catalyst to evade the enormous bureaucracy involved to be heard. 

● Filmmakers donate a certain percentage of their subscription revenue to Non-Profit 

Organizations since they help them in getting the content they put out to the public. 
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Equally, having a platform with subscribers that airs content to the desired audience will 

greatly help put filmmakers content to the public. This will help gain more traction to the 

various platforms to subscribe to Also, having an interconnected network like Whatsapp 

that links a lot of people from all over the world. These platforms will engage the younger 

generation more with wildlife and nature. 

 

● Creating a space where various people can get resources needed to create content to 

get to the public. This could involve having online or physical training on various skills 

involved in awareness creation. Having a space where people with similar interests have 

discussions from time to time including challenges they face in their line of duty. 

·     

Typed  by Dianah Jim 

 

 

Session:      B                  Breakout number: 1 

Topic: Why Does Wildlife Matter To Me? How To Tap Into The 

Spiritual And Ancestral Wisdom Of Communities To Benefit 

Conservation Today? 

  

Convener: Lebongang/Sapna 

 

Who was there: 

Lebogang Montewa 

Sajid Darr 

Sapna Chandaria 

Albert Mukiria 

Nicky Lazar 

Sangale Lengoibini 

Jacqueline Kariithi 

Toyosi Oyelowo 

Brian Henderson 

Thobile Maphanga 

Nonhle Mngadi 

Love Nebo 

Cornelius Musila 

Trish Sewe 

Michelle Muchilwa       
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Main discussion points 

 

● Explore what this community knows and through filmmaking that can be made possible. 

● Language and communication. How to talk to the communities is important for example 

instead of straightforwardly attacking them as poachers, one could address them as 

hunters and gatherers. 

● Sometimes we lose authenticity by coming into an area and chasing people away. For 

example, like what happened in Mau forest and some of them have been there and they 

could share some of their very important traditions. 

● What is our true intention for seeking this knowledge for conservation purposes? How do 

we benefit them because in this case filmmakers are seen as more of extractors than 

benefitters? 

● Women are inherently conservationists. The role of women as keepers of tradition and 

how to empower women and their indigenous stories and how they can turn that 

knowledge to make a living for example harvesting honey and making aloe veras. 

● These communities have already been influenced by westernization. Some of the 

children in some of these communities that have a lot of indigenous knowledge do not 

have an interest nowadays and they want to go to school instead. 

● Who is the audience of the content made in or about Africa? Some of the content made 

about wildlife in Africa are not available in Africa. Some of the people telling the stories 

of Africa have not lived in Africa. 

● Creating connections with older people and creating a platform for these elderly people 

to share their stories. 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 

● Giving a percentage of gain from filmmaking such as monetary gain to communities to 

ensure they get value from their knowledge. 

● Don’t be quick to criticize traditional stories before listening to them. Some people are 

living in a union with wildlife. It is not about impacting our stories to them, it is more like 

listening to their stories of how they have done it. 

● Bridging the new generation and the old generation is important and this can be done by 

recording elders or allowing children to spend time with elders to gain that knowledge. 

This is because most of the new generation when they attend school are told to forget 

their old ways. They are also some children living in Africa who have never seen an 

elephant. 
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Typed  by: Tsuma Joy Lubanga   

Session:  B                  Breakout number:  5 

Topic: Expanding wildlife and conservation storytelling from the 

grassroots. 

 

Convener: Samuel Dayo Osinubi 

  

Chep Labatt Rutendo Shackleton 

Lee Bacon Paula Kahumbu 

Sabine Haarmann Tay Belcher 

Nasreen Kahn Devina Ongera 

Carolyn Getao Lita Ngure 

Love Nebo Hannington Mwenda 

Devina Ongera Juliet Karisa 

 

  

 Main discussion points 

 

●            Moving on from treating Africa as one flavour to enjoying the diversity 

●            Adopt a Franchise approach like Marvel and Disney 

●             Mimicking hated animals in a fun way. 

●             Localize Characters e.g using a fisherman as the main character. 

●            Set objectives and identify a sophisticated plan e.g 

●             What times is my audience active 

●            What are the best channels 

●            Who are the best collaborators 

●              Have many sessions where we do skill shares. 

●            Build an emotional connection with the audience. 

●              Update old Folklore. 

 

Top 3 ideas for action 
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● Have kids at the centre. 

● Create a story starter idea- Collaboration and get it to become an African, global or 

regional story. 

● Connect African creatives through a platform where people can share stories. 

Typed  by Hannington Mwenda Mbaabu 

 

Session:  B                   Breakout number: 10 

Topic: Guerrilla Filmmaking in About Wildlife in Africa 

Convener: Kavila Matu  

 

Main discussion points 

● Most filmmaking gets stuck at the point of obtaining 

funds for production. The guerrilla filmmaking 

method can be adapted to create films using what 

equipment is easily available such as a mobile 

phone with good camera quality. 

● Wildlife filmmaking can have red tapes such as high national park fees and 

permits for individuals who want to film. 

● The equipment used to shoot a film shouldn’t be a barrier to developing content. 

The storyline of a film can be strong even when filmed on mobile phones. More 

people can be engaged in filmmaking through this approach. 

● People would be interested in watching films shot by mobile phones if the quality 

is good and if the storyline is captivating. 

● More people shooting mobile films on wildlife would be able to share the best 

techniques and work on thematic projects together across various regions. 

●  

Top 3 ideas for action 

● We can use the guerrilla filmmaking idea and adapt it by creating films using 

what is in our hands- our phones are available as well as social media platforms 

as outlets (Instagram, TikTok, Twitter). 

 

● We should create demand for films made on mobile phones through engaging 

policymakers to incorporate filmmaking in environmental education subjects in 

the Kenyan CBC curriculum. Training could be organised for students to teach 

them how to make nature-based films. This will develop a filmmaking culture in 

the younger generation 
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● A movement of people creating films can be created by running competitions for 

nature-based nature films shot on mobile phones. 

 

● Individuals interested in making wildlife films could start with featuring untold 

stories in mobile films (featuring less talked about species such as reptiles). 

 

● We can engage TV stations with children’s segments to showcase wildlife and 

nature-based films developed using mobile phones. 

  

Typed  by Susana Wachia   

Session:      B                  Breakout number: 12 

Topic: How to Benefit Communities Living Next to Protected 

Areas through Filmmaking. 

  

Convener: Nonhle Mngadi   

  

Main discussion points 

  

● Communities need to receive benefits that they feel are 

relevant 

● Most of these communities only get casual jobs 

● How are we able to support them without just using their knowledge? 

● Make sure that the stories we tell make sense to local communities. 

● The focus should not just be on the wildlife but also on the communities around the 

protected areas 

  

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

  

● Education programmes around wildlife. Beyond just building schools, educate children 

about wildlife especially those who have lived with them. They are the best people to 

conserve them 

● Use filmmaking as an alternative source of livelihood for communities around protected 

areas by sharing benefits. 

● Filmmaking is so disconnected from the conservation and involvement of local 

communities. It should be used as an avenue to tell the entire conservation story. 

   

Typed  by Caroline Kimani 
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Session:      B                     Breakout number: 20 

Topic: How to Change the Disney-fication of Conservation 

  

Convener: Rebecca  Ellison    

  

Main discussion points 

 

● The actual African context is inaccurately portrayed. It’s a 

misleading message that portrays people, places, wildlife in contexts that are not 

realistic. Need more African-based storytellers who can get the narrative correct. 

Romanticizing a storyline is not helpful to local people or anyone. 

● White saviour and mystical or magical indigenous that is perpetuated. E.g. The Maasai, 

the Samburu, the Pokot without understanding truly the connection to nature these 

groups have. Overly mysticising their cultural connections to the natural world – 

specifically for the benefit of western consumption. To resolve this is to engage 

indigenous storytellers to tell their own stories. 

● Dramatizing the animals to make them look like actors and not animals. The approach is 

not holistic nor realistic. It does not portray the complex lives of actual wildlife. 

● Avoiding the exploitation of external media industries within the African market. Drawing 

people to storytelling with the additional intent to market. This creates dependencies and 

deprives people of sharing their own stories, perspectives, and artistic expressions. 

● You can have the best film about Africa but the issue is also political. An African story is 

always linked with an American story. “Until you tell it the way WE like it. You won’t see it 

distributed to global audiences.” It will not be broadcast across the world. The 

distribution system is a dictatorship. There are politics in storytelling. 

● If you are looking for funds as a young person – the story has to be told in a certain way 

to be sold in certain markets. 

● Queen of Katwe is an example of a Disney film that did not get additional distribution, 

marketing, audiences, or investments. 

○ The film did get significant coverage but there was more potential. 

● The American audience did not respond to it as well as it could have. Compared to Black 

Panther it did not compare in its popularity. It was more of studio production. It was shot 

in several parts of Africa and South Korea. 
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● Supernatural films capture audiences differently from true stories based on real life. It 

may say more about what human interests currently are. 

● AWF produced a film during lockdown called Rafiki about a Silverback in Bwindi that 

was killed during the lockdown. 

● Black Panther confirmed many things about Africa. It appealed to a much wider 

audience. It activated the imaginations of the African Diaspora. 

● Examining the audience is key. Who are you producing your film for? The target market 

is very important. 

● Finding the balance with high budget vs lower budget storytelling. Educational content 

that follows a story framework does not require a big budget. 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

● We could borrow from the way Disney tells stories. There are some features in 

the way they tell their stories that could be used to tell more compelling wildlife 

stories. You could tell conservation stories using the same story formatting that is 

used by Disney and other large media companies. Integrate facts more 

concretely into the storyline. This is already happening with BBC natural history 

stories. 

● Drawing on empathy as a universal capacity while telling stories. When animals 

are connected with trials, deaths, life, births (things that happen to humans) 

draws in audiences. The story of wildlife is captured within a short time frame 

allowing the viewer to understand more about their lives. Many Africans do not 

have this type of access to storytelling and could be transformational in how 

people understand wildlife. 

 

● Naming ceremonies plus filming help connect communities to wildlife. E.g Gorilla 

naming ceremonies. 

● Including African presenters and hosts. Audiences are extremely important and 

shaping interest requires extra budgets. Distribution matters. 

● Decide upon the audience and target the stories based on the location of the 

audience. BBC should not be making stories for Africans. Exchange ideas and 

footage but you have to make films for the right audiences using the right talent. 

● Learn more about IP Laws. A combination of efforts from artists, distributors, 

policymakers to strengthen and enforce IP laws within Africa needs to happen. 

○ Filmmakers can leverage their access while being mindful of copyright 

issues. 
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● Encouraging media literacy for young people. 

● Produce films online and use online distribution channels to reach broader 

audiences. Distributing online is low cost, smaller scale, short educational videos. 

It doesn’t have to be a high budget to have an impact. It works for people just 

entering into film production.  

Typed  by Rebecca 

 

Session:      B                              Breakout number: 14 

Topic: What is an African story? 

  

Convener: Alnoor Amlani 

  

Main discussion points 

 

● An African story is a story made in Africa or by Africans. Must be authentic and 

unfiltered. 

● Interesting stories would be those stories that are not scripted. 

● If told by outsiders should be much better researched 

● Told in an African way from an African point of view 

Top 3 ideas for action 

 

●  International producers should immerse themselves into the African experience 

● Include Africans in the storytelling process, not just in the production/ actors 

● Look for true stories before the scripting process 

  

Typed by: Jacinta  Chege 
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Session: B                    Breakout number: 8 

Topic: How can major broadcasters and production companies 

in the global north accelerate this transition 

Convener: Rowan Aitchison   

  

Main discussion points 

 

● Have more locals on-screen representation and consider a 

high breed production team. 

● Have more local representation behind the camera and active 

mentorship and training programs. 

● Have collaborative funding from the broadcaster and the NGO 

for training on short-form storytelling programs. 

● Broadcasters need to collaborate and work together during 

training and engage the government. 

● International Broadcasters to accelerate hiring of local talents. 

● Capacity building and coordination of training for career focus. 

● international broadcasters should stop doing jobs that Africans can do. Use local 

production crews. 

● Build hybrid shows (and teams?) during the transition. 

● Give African filmmakers have full access to places we have training 

● Broadcasters to reach out and learn from other broadcasters working in Africa and 

specific films. (Have a best practice Guide, even an action coalition including Production 

companies, NGOs). 

● How can a coalition be supported or started by NGOs who are already starting? 

● How can we break down hesitancy, barriers, risks or fears for broadcasters in a safe 

space? In collaboration, not competition. 

● Can we make space for global north people to volunteer their experience as mentors? 

  

Top 3 ideas for action 

  

●  Create a forum/coalition for broadcasters, production companies, non-profits, funders 

and African broadcasters to communicate and collaborate on solutions. Could we have a 
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subgroup for organisations already acting? Could Jackson Wild Collective be this 

space? 

● Build next step hybrid shows and teams during the transition and showcase existing 

examples. Projects that act as transition shows that are designed around training. 

  

Typed by Vincent Brotry Fibanda 

 

 

Session:      B                           Breakout space: 4 

Topic: How can we connect productions with the in-country talent 

to provide opportunities and training on location for local talent? 

  

Convener: Teena Patel 

  

Who was there: 

Teena Patel 

Ailish 

Benjamin Wambua 

Lulu Mandi 

Tobias Odhacha 

Cornelius Musila 

  

  

Main discussion points 

 

● How do we have access to these conservationists, organizations? 

● The 4-H/ 4K/Wildlife Warriors clubs as a means of connecting with the children 

and youth. 

● Children earning badges. 

● How do we take real conservation knowledge and share it with these 

organizations? 

● People on the ground (filmmakers) can offer courses where western communities 

could buy from them. For example, sharing a picture or a video of how things are 

and comparing with conservation now. 

● Involving children in conservation. 
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Top 3 recommendations for the plan 

 

● Take a group of conservationists in Kenya who are in the field and design 

subscription courses for passionate nature enthusiasts.   

● Consider forming a network of conservationists who are willing to volunteer to 

work with teachers in school to help develop real training/conventions. 

● Using production to empower young conservationists by promoting local talent. 

Typed by Benjamin Wambua. 

 

Session:      B                            Breakout number:  21 

Topic: How do we start getting into filmmaking as access to parks 

is limited unless you have money or a conservation group backing 

you? 

  

Convener: Kimerudi Motswai 

 

Who was there:  

Adebisi Peters 

Kimerudi Motswai 

Fionah Njeri 

Pragna Parsotam 

Dempsey Mai   

 

Main discussion points 

 

● Parks could consider lower rates for the local communities and filmmakers who 

have a keen interest in the conservation of their area. 

● Begin by compiling your portfolio and putting your work out there 

● The affordability of filmmaking is quite challenging but one could collaborate with 

other filmmakers in equipment provision. 

● Being very transparent in telling the story on the correlation between the park 

and the local community is very important. 
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Top 3 ideas for action 

 

● Applying for grants and funding to be able to produce a film 

● Partner with people who have the same interest so there’s the access of 

opportunities for you to make a film of the park 

● Talking to fellow filmmakers and assisting each other in the filming work. 

  

Typed by Fionah Njeri 

 

Session:      B                                                                               Breakout space: 2 

Topic: Communicating and connecting African creatives with 

producers and editors around the world. 

 

Convener:  David Gottlieb   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main discussion points 

 

● Very hard to make it in the film industry without 

connections. Need for a list of producers, editors. Where do people go to find 

information? Lack in databases 

● Gatekeeping in the film industry. 

● Space for social media content creators such as TikKokers, Instagrammers, FB. 

● Lack of authenticity of the films; African stories are churned to fit into the 

producer’s/clients narrative hence diluting it in the end. 

● Maintaining active membership in film organisations. 

● Need to empower independent filmmakers. 

● How to pitch a story/ idea- pitching competitions 

● Tapping back into African Folklore 
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Top 3 recommendations 

  

● Start of an African organisation for creatives; The organisation will host 

● Need to venture into the social media space and create room for social media 

content creators such as TikTokers, Instagrammers, FB. (which will attract more 

youths into the conservation space ) 

● Support existing African organisations/ create an umbrella organisation. 

 

     Typed  by: Idah Murithi     

 

Session:  B   Breakout number: 9 

Topic: Investigating The Roles Of African Women In 

Environmental Ad Wildlife Conservation 

 

 Convener: David Kabambo 

 

Main discussion points  

  There are so many women can do and are doing in environment and wildlife 

conservation but they are underrated.  

  We have a long way to go in empowering women to take up roles and opportunities 

in conservation from a young age e.g. socialization     

 Establishing reward systems for women who are in conservation from all levels, i.e. 

both those holding high positions and those at the ground level. 

 There are women with indigenous knowledge on conservation but are not known 

and recognized, there is a need to acknowledge this knowledge and use it to make 

an impact on conservation. 

 Building trust and breaking myths about wildlife conservation with older women in 

the society so that it can be passed down to the younger generations.  

 Opportunities for an association for women in conservation to be part of. 

Top 3 ideas for action  

  Allow women to take part in conservation from an early stage in life, maybe from 
primary schools, e.g. have conservation clubs in schools. 
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 Have policies that support women in conservation as a mandate and not an option. 

 Have recognition criteria for women who are involved in hands-on in conservation 
and not having it for people in top positions taking up awards for conservation.  

Typed by Maureen Nduta Wanyoro 

 


